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LANCASTERS OVER BERLIN

A THOUSAND TONS IN TWENTY MINUTES

Fires seen from the German coast, a pall of smoke up to 20,000 ft,, flak

dying down ur/the rapid bombing - these were the signs which convinced all the

Lancaster crows in the strong force which attacked Berlin last night that they had

achieved an effective concentration.

With 1,000 tons of high explosive and incendiaries dropped in 20 minutes, the

concentration was as intense as in any attack this year. It brought Bomber

Command’s total tonnage for the first eight months of 1943 to over 100,000 tons

the tonnage dropped by the Command from the outbreak of war until may 23 this year.

The weather mas just right for the bombers, Shortly after the Lancasters

crossed the enemy coast on the way out they . ran into cloud up to 21,000 feet at

times and aithout a gap almost all the way to Berlin, This blanketed flak along

the route and probably prevented the enemy from mobilising some of his fighters.
Near the city the clouds broke; at first they were low and scattered and then they

disappeared altogether over the target. Right at the end of the attack, too late

to have any effect on the bombing, the clouds began to close’ in over Berlin,

Zero hour was at 11,15. A quarter of on hour later, with five minutes still

to go, art experienced pilot reconnoitring the target reported ”0 huge circle of

fires burning fiercely in the city. In fact,” he said, "there 'were only two small

fires outside the main bulk, and. practically none of the incendiaries were still

burning with their own light - it was all red fires",

"This is the best attack I have yet been in", he added, "On the way over the

cloud was ton tenths, and this kept the flak down, and gave us a quiet trip* Then

the cloud was suddenly cut off, leaving a clear sky with very good We

ran over buildings' which wc could see very clearly. The bombs were falling in a

good pattern ahead, the searchlights wore strong and coned a few bombers success-

fully, and the flak was reaching up very high, but it seemed that there were fewer

fighters along the route. No could easily see the glow of the fires in Berlin when

wc wore over the sea on the -way back".

"I saw an enormous explosion which stood out against all the bombing and fires"
f

said an air gunner, "he were then ton minutes flying time away from Berlin and

flying at a great height. The area covered by the explosion seemed to be about

twice as big ns ny thumb nail, which moans it must have been pretty hefty".

Sgt, G, Broadhead, of Leeds, a. flight engineer, described a series of explo-

sions which wont on for 35 seconds, "The flashes were expanding and changing

colour, with tongues of flame round the outside" he said, "It was a terrific

explosion t .wards the south-east of the area under bombing. Tfnile it was on I

walked from my position in the aircraft to the side and back again. As the

explosions were still going on I pointed them out to the skipper",

p/Lt G-.H,Short, 0 pilot fir on Nottingham, described a successful combat with a

Junkers 88, "is it came past", he said, "ny rear-gunner fired several bursts.

Then the fighter turned r mnd and come In to attack us. The renr-gunner went on

firing and the cncvy did not get a shot in. it 100 yards range w
nwo y and

went straight down.

"We saw an exchange of fire on the way to Berlin, and watched a fighter go
down in flames. We all saw it explode on the ground" ,


